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Chapter 1301: This is too dreamy! 

This is not over yet. 

Throughout the underground palace, the huge pillars supporting the sky are broken one after another! 

The earth's constant tremor seems to be turned upside down! 

Even the underground imperial palace elaborately built by Gengtian Road is like this, and the surface of 

the Heavenly Canal Star has experienced a very strong earthquake. 

Mountain peaks and gravel slipped down, and huge lakes were stormy! 

Countless warriors walked out of their homes and looked around with horror. 

"How is this going!?" 

"A purple cloud appeared in the sky before, and a major earthquake occurred at this time. Is anyone 

going to invade the Sky Remnant Star?" 

"Damn it, the war is about to ignite again!" 

"..." 

Each warrior showed grief and anger, and the knuckles of his fists turned white. 

The powerful Emperor Wu clearly sensed the aura of the Great Emperor and couldn't help being 

dumbfounded. 

"This is the breath of the Great Emperor!" 

"Could it be... the star master has been promoted to the Great Emperor level!?" 

Immediately after. 

They all flew to the entrance of the underground imperial palace on Gengtian Road, anxiously begging to 

see Gengtian Road. 

But all the reports were sent to the sea and disappeared. 

Because Gengtian Road was also in shock at this time! 

"My God!" 

"This is a promotion!?" 

"I just walked out of the quiet room a few steps!" 

Geng Tianlu turned his head and looked at the quiet room turned into ruins behind him, his eyes 

popping out like ordinary people hell! 

Before Su Lang waved his hand, he was promoted to Rank 5 Emperor Soldier. 
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At this moment, a piece of Rank Nine Emperor Soldier was promoted to Great Emperor Soldier! 

Is there any more incredible miracle in the world? 

"Promote to the Great Emperor Soldier at the fingertips!" 

"Who is Lord Langdi!?" 

Gengtian Road stood there dumbfounded, and the stormy waves hit his heart and mind, breaking his 

three views! 

"I'm promoted now!?" 

As a ‘party’, Gu is even more incredible! 

Weapons are not like intelligent creatures. 

Although the emperor soldier is also an alternative intelligent creature, it is too difficult to be promoted. 

Basically what level it was when it was refined, it will always be at this level. 

But at this time, he was directly promoted to a great realm, reaching the rank of the Great Emperor! 

"This is too dreamy!" 

Gu looked at his hands like a dream, almost losing the ability to think. 

next to. 

"Not bad." 

Su Lang looked at Gu, who was promoted to the Great Soldier, and kept nodding his head. 

Ancient is a special emperor's soldier, no matter the body or the weapon spirit is very close to the 

natural intelligent creature. 

He can even use other weapons like normal warriors! 

At this time, Kujin was promoted to the emperor soldier, and it was completely close to the intelligent 

race form. 

That ridiculous skeleton already possesses real flesh and blood, and it looks no different from a real 

person. 

"Ancient Knocking Lord Xie Langdi's grace to rebuild!" 

After returning to his senses, Gu immediately bowed down to Su Lang. 

"Put your clothes on first." 

"What I hate most is the naked man." 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, then lost a set of clothes to Gu. 

"Gu Kow, Master Xie Lang's gift of clothes!" 



Gu respectfully took the clothes, then knelt and put on the clothes. 

In the ancient view. 

Su Lang, who can be promoted to imperial soldiers at his fingertips, is the greatest and most respectable 

person in the world! 

The existence of Su Lang is the gospel of all weapons! 

"Okay, get up." 

Su Lang nodded faintly, as if only doing a trivial thing. 

"Yes! Lord Langdi!" 

Gu stood up respectfully. 

But even if he stood up, he was slightly bent over and head down, and he was a head shorter than Su 

Lang in any way. 

"Old Man Geng, how is it!?" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched and he looked at Gengtian Road, which was still dazed. 

"The old man is completely convinced!" 

Geng Tianlu recovered and knelt down in front of Su Lang, tearing all the time. 

Su Lang rolled his eyes: "I'm so old, why are you crying?" 

"When Kuching has been promoted to the emperor rank, the star of the sky will be saved from 

destruction!" 

Geng Tian Lu banged his head at Su Lang three times, "The old man once again kowtows to Lord Xie 

Lang to save the world on behalf of the rest of the sky!" 

Chapter 1302: Brings bright hope! 

"No thanks." 

Su Lang smiled brilliantly, "Let's talk about it when the battle is over." 

"This battle must be won!" 

Geng Tianlu's eyes burst with strong confidence, "The old man will surely be able to see the day when 

Lord Langdi eradicates the Origin Devil Emperor in his lifetime!" 

"Okay, get up and talk." 

Su Lang waved his hand, "By the way, you still owe me all the money." 

"This is all for the adults!" 

Geng Tianlu immediately took out all his treasures from the universe of life, put them in a storage ring, 

and handed them to Su Lang. 
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Su Lang glanced at it. There were a lot of things inside, enough to synthesize a lot of advanced materials. 

As for Xianyuan, it has been used up in Xuyanfang City. 

"Let's go out and appease your subordinates, they are no longer anxious." 

Su Lang waved his hand, turned and walked outside. 

Gu He Geng Tianlu respectfully followed behind. 

quickly. 

The three of them came to the door of the underground palace and opened the door. 

"Out!" 

"Master Star Lord is out!" 

"It's the breath of the Great Emperor, the Star Lord has been promoted to the Great Emperor!" 

"No, it's not right, who is this!?" 

"..." 

The Heavenly Remnant Star Wu Emperor looked at Su Lang, who was leading the way, and he was 

immediately confused. 

They don't know Su Lang at all! 

"presumptuous!" 

"Don't bow down to Lord Langdi!?" 

Geng Tianlu's stern voice came out and fell in everyone's ears, like thunder. 

"Meet Lord Langdi!" 

All Emperor Wu knelt down in an instant! 

Don't look at this old man's half-earned appearance, but he has absolute authority on the star residual 

star, and no one dares to disobey! 

After kneeling down. 

All Wu Emperors looked behind Su Lang tremblingly. 

I saw Gengtian Road squatting behind Su Lang's side, and a mysterious powerhouse he didn't know was 

standing beside him. 

The breath of the Great Emperor came from the mysterious powerhouse body, it was suffocating! 

"The aura of the Great Emperor belongs to this mysterious powerhouse!" 

"It turns out that it was not the star master who was promoted, but a great emperor-level expert was 

invited!" 



"Hey, this great emperor class is clearly the strongest, but standing behind the lord Langdi is terrifying to 

contemplate!" 

"I don't know where the Lord Langdi came from." 

"Could it be... is the heir of the Supreme Emperor strong!?" 

"Or is it the successor of a certain supreme emperor-level force?" 

"..." 

The Heavenly Remnant Star Wu Emperor lowered his head, constantly filling in Su Lang's identity, his 

posture became shorter and shorter. 

"Old Man Geng, don't scare them." 

Su Lang looked indifferent, "Tell them the whole story." 

"Yes!" 

Geng Tianlu nodded respectfully. 

Then, he introduced Su Lang's identity as the "Super Refiner" and the newly promoted Emperor "Gu". 

The emperors who knew the truth were just as stunned as the previous Gengtian Road. 

Immediately, everyone showed ecstasy. 

They also knew the dangers Tiancangxing was facing, so they were sad and frustrated all day long. 

but now. 

Hope has appeared! 

Lord Langdi was promoted to ancient times and brought bright hope! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

A Wudi banged his head three times, "Junior kowtow to Lord Langdi for the grace of salvation!" 

The other Emperor Wu also kowtow one after another. 

Before being forced by Geng Tianlu's deterrence, at this time, he was truly convinced and respected Su 

Lang from the bottom of his heart. 

"Get up all." 

"The Dark Sky world is doing no evil, and I will not sit and watch them destroying the sky." 

Su Lang waved his hand, and a force lifted all the martial emperors. 

The Emperor Wu felt that Su Lang's status was too high, so they didn't dare to flatter, so they stood 

aside with gratitude. 

at this time. 



In the void near the star of the sky. 

A wave of spatial ripples suddenly appeared, like a few stones thrown into a calm lake. 

next moment. 

A slender and weird black ship emerged from the fluctuations of space, exuding a powerful atmosphere. 

Cang Dang! ! 

The sky is broken. 

Thunder and lightning suddenly flashed between the sky and the earth, and the sky was dark and dark! 

A gust of wind howled, it seems that the whole world is shaking! 

The Wudi faces were solemn, but because Su Lang was beside them, they did not dare to whisper. 

Chapter 1303: Dark Sky World Vanguard Fleet! 

"World Vision!" 

"This time the world vision is even more intense, and it is clear that the people here are strongly 

hostile." 

The corners of Su Lang's mouth slowly raised up, "If you guessed correctly, it must be the vanguard fleet 

of Dark Sky World!" 

really! 

Within the range of Su Lang's spiritual power, powerful warships soon appeared. 

Every battleship is an imperial soldier, and the leader is a quasi-great soldier! 

"Let me see, there is no one worthy of my shot." 

Su Lang used his mental power to continuously scan the battleships. Although the battleships had 

powerful formations and special materials to block them, they couldn't stop Su Lang from spying. 

quickly. 

The entire fleet was seen clearly by Su Lang! 

There are a total of two hundred battleships, the flagship of which is the Quasi-Emperor Soldier, and the 

remaining warships range from the First Rank to the Nine Rank. 

The higher the level, the smaller the number of warships. 

The dark warriors on the battleship are very powerful, even the miscellaneous soldiers are quasi-

emperor class! 

The controller of the entire fleet is a quasi-emperor dark sky fighter named Arrod! 

According to the cultivation system of the Dark Sky Clan, this quasi-great emperor must be parasitic with 

a large amount of Wu Boruo's flesh and blood, and can burst out power far surpassing the same level! 
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"Arrod?" 

"Although it is definitely better than the average quasi-great emperor, once it is against the real 

emperor, it appears vulnerable." 

Su Lang withdrew his mental power, and his whole person appeared lazy. 

After all, the opponent's strength is not too strong, just Gu shot, it is completely enough. 

At this time. 

The fleet has completely entered the atmosphere of the stray star. 

It also entered the spiritual power coverage of Gengtian Road and the Heavenly Remnant Star Wudi. 

"coming!" 

"This kind of battleship is really the mess of the Dark Sky World!" 

"Two hundred battleships, Dark Sky World really intends to destroy the stars!" 

"Fortunately, we have the help of Lord Langdi and have been promoted to Emperor Soldier, otherwise 

we will definitely die!" 

"..." 

The emperors couldn't help it anymore, they talked in a low voice, and occasionally glanced at Su Lang, 

their eyes filled with endless respect and gratitude. 

At this time. 

Tiancangxing's world consciousness began to go wild. 

Countless divine thunders were brewing in the thick clouds, constantly bombarding the surface of the 

ship. 

However, the subjective ability of world consciousness is not strong, and the celestial star is even more 

crippled than other planets. 

Therefore, the resistance of the World Consciousness of the Sky Canopy is basically useless for the Dark 

Sky Fleet! 

One after another, the gods of thunder struck the battleship, except for the weaker battleship to keep 

shaking, it was impossible to knock it down and destroy it. 

Immediately after. 

The rest of the great power has also emerged one after another! 

For example, the unlucky power of Destiny Road, mysterious and mysterious descended on the entire 

fleet. 

Suddenly, the Dark Sky Warriors began to be unlucky, and various accidents continued to occur. 

Even several battleships collided together by coincidence. 



Unfortunately, although it caused a little chaos on the fleet of the Dark Sky World, it did not have any 

substantial effect. 

After all, even the trashest in the fleet is the quasi-emperor! 

Rumble! 

In the endless thunder and lightning attacks, two hundred slender warships occupied the sky of the sky. 

The shadow cast by the battleship, and the aura that it radiated, made all the creatures of Tiancang Star 

panic! 

"what is that!?" 

"Many battleships! Battleships in another world!" 

"The world's visions are repeated, is it really the flames of void warfare that have reignited?" 

"Damn it, every battleship feels hard to resist!" 

"Where is Lord Star? Where is Lord Wu?" 

"what should we do?" 

"..." 

The creatures of Tiancangxing were panicked and at a loss, just like swarms of headless flies flying 

everywhere in panic. 

At this time. 

On the flagship of the Dark Sky Vanguard, a tall man covered in pitch black armor flew out of the 

protective mask, overlooking the entire land! 

This person is one of the guards of Origin Demon Emperor Uboluo, Arrod! 

"This person is not an ordinary quasi-great emperor." 

Su Lang stood on the ground, faintly looking at the changing sky with his hands behind his back, and 

glanced at the opponent's attribute panel by the way. 

Chapter 1304: Prospective Emperor Arrod! 

 [Name]: Arrod 

[Race]: Dark Sky Clan 

[Qualification Level]: Unparalleled 

[Realm level]: Quasi-Great Emperor 

[Attack level]: Quasi-Great + 

[Defensive Level]: Quasi-Greater+ 
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[Shenfa Level]: Quasi-Great Emperor+ 

[Endurance Level]: Quasi-Greater+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Kongni 

[Mastering Techniques]: Sacrifice to the Source Heart Sutra, Breaking Shackles (Emperor Level, 

Consummation), Fierce God Battle Spectrum (Emperor Level, Consummation), Wanren Tianqiang Finger 

(Emperor Level, Consummation), Piercing Immortal Stabbing Technique (Xian Level, Consummation) 

)...... 

"Three perfect emperor-level exercises, powerful." 

Su Lang said something powerful, but a light smile appeared on his face. 

Because Arrod is only at the Wudi level, no matter how powerful it is, there is no chance of winning 

against the ancients at the Great Emperor level! 

At this time. 

Arrod's momentum has enveloped the world. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"Sentient beings, fear, despair, pain!" 

"Your blood is the spring of my anger and hatred!" 

Arrod expressed his malice and cruelty unscrupulously, just like the man who brought the end! 

With powerful battleships and powerful invaders, despair and darkness began to breed in the hearts of 

all beings on the sky! 

suddenly. 

A statue of Emperor Wu rising into the sky, the majestic breath sheltered countless creatures. 

"District Wudi, dare to be a car, kill me!" 

Arrod roared, and more than a hundred Emperor Wu flew out of the battleship in a hurry, rushing 

towards the heavenly stars like dumplings. 

Some Emperor Wu and Zhun Emperor stayed on the battleship to control the weapon system. 

On the battleships, countless array runes were brightened, and bright beams shot at the already 

incomplete Celestial Star! 

The performance of the Dark Sky Vanguard Fleet directly frightened countless creatures. 

but. 

The Heavenly Remnant Star Martial Emperors who hovered in the air to protect sentient beings 

remained motionless and were not afraid at all! 

"An ant who regards death as home?" 



Arrod stood on the top of the sky, sneered again and again. 

In his laughter, one by one Dark Sky Emperor Wu approached his opponent, and a series of array beams 

descended on the earth! 

The next moment is when disaster strikes. 

Arrod has almost seen the tragic scene of the remnant star Wu Emperor sprinkling blood in the sky, and 

countless creatures wailing in the broken continent. 

But at this moment. 

"Invader, take your life!" 

A violent shout came from the ground. 

But a figure rushed out earlier than the sound. 

This is a short-haired man with a bronzed body, exuding an unimaginable aura! 

"What? The Great Emperor!?" 

The tall Arrod was tilted, and almost fell from the sky without stepping on it! 

"It's a great emperor!!" 

"How is it possible that this little Heavenly Remnant Star has an emperor-level existence!?" 

"Retreat, retreat!" 

"..." 

Those dark-sky clan emperors who were violently approaching, were even more shocked and trembling 

with fear! 

They burst out all kinds of secret techniques, fleeing wildly faster than before! 

however. 

The speed of Emperor Wu is comparable to that of the Great Emperor! ? 

I saw Gu constantly flashing himself close to the emperors, tearing apart the armor of the emperor, and 

crushing the body of the emperor! 

In an instant, more than a dozen Emperor Wu shed blood in the sky! 

However, Gu did not kill these people, because the great Lord Langdi confessed that he wanted to keep 

alive and execute him himself! 

"Damn!!" 

"Why... how could there be a Great Emperor level!?" 

"Could it be that this emperor rank is the skeleton of the emperor in the intelligence?" 



"Yes, it must be the case, it should be the emperor's skeleton that temporarily broke out the strongest 

combat power!" 

Arrod looked at the big bronze man who was constantly beating his own Martial Emperor, his eyes 

narrowed into a seam, and there was a trace of fear in it. 

In his opinion, it is absolutely impossible for the opponent to maintain the Great Emperor's combat 

power for a long time! 

And his Arrod, as the guardian of the Origin Devil Emperor, also has a hole card! 

The outcome of the two sides is not yet known! 

"Great Origin Demon Emperor!" 

"Arrod who fought for you, beg for your strength and power!" 

Arrod murmured a prayer, and the will that was deeply entrenched in him gradually awakened! 

Chapter 1305: You martial emperors can't do it 

The next moment. 

Boom! ! 

Boom! ! 

The trembling and empty heartbeat sounded from Arrod's body. 

The surrounding clouds, and even the atmosphere on the surface of the planet, were dispelled by this 

violent tremor! 

Arrod's body and breath began to soar! 

At the same time, he also used the authority granted by Uporo—— 

"Blood fusion!!" 

Arrod's stern shout spread all over the world, and those Martial Emperors who were being chased by 

the ancients were terrified! 

Immediately after. 

The armors worn by these emperors were like snakes, twisting and tearing from the emperor's body, 

flying into the sky with **** pieces, and blending into Arrod's armor! 

in a blink. 

The entire fleet of more than 200 Emperor Wudi lost their soul armor in endless pain. 

Their breath continued to weaken, and even fell to the emperor rank! 

And the sacrifices of these dark-sky clan martial emperors made Arrod powerful! 
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I saw Arrod's body swelled thousands of times, turning into a super giant with a height of two 

kilometers. 

This giant standing in the sky is covered with black armor, like a giant starry beast in the universe, 

majestic, hideous and terrifying! 

A more powerful aura spread from Arrod, and it was infinitely close to the Great Emperor! 

And it's not over yet! 

"Broken the shackles!!" 

A muffled roar came from Arrod's huge mouth. 

next moment. 

The two-kilometer horrible giant instantly collapsed, and at this moment it seemed that the entire world 

was about to be sucked and swallowed by the center of the collapse! 

The collapse is completed in milliseconds. 

Arrod once again returned to the size of an ordinary person, and his combat power reached the 

Emperor level! ! 

"dead!!" 

Accompanied by thunderous roar, the bronze fist slammed into Arrod's heart! 

When Arrod used the secret technique, Gu Ke hadn't been idle. He had already given up all the ordinary 

martial emperors of the Dark Sky Clan and rushed to the sky. 

However, Arrod took a step faster and completed the secret technique. 

At this moment. 

Gu Yi punched Arrod's heart, and the latter flew directly out of the atmosphere, flying back toward the 

void. 

Gu hurriedly pursued and killed, confining the battlefield to the void, so as not to accidentally injure the 

creatures of the disabled stars. 

"I see how long you can last!" 

Arrod stabilized his figure in the void, he was unpreparedly slammed with a punch, the whole person 

was extremely angry, his eyes almost burst into flames! 

"Humph!!" 

"Damn intruder, die for me!" 

Gu snorted and charged up again! 

Boom boom boom! 



The two great emperors began to fight fiercely in the void, the space to be fought was torn apart, and 

the rules and visions continued for tens of millions of miles! 

The aftermath of the terrifying battle even passed through the void and landed on the Heavenly 

Remnant Star Continent, shocking countless creatures dizzy and bleeding in their mouths and noses! 

"The emperors obey orders!" 

"Go intercept the aftermath of the battle!" 

Gengtian Road immediately flew into the sky, followed by the other Emperor Wu. 

They used all kinds of magical powers to intercept the aftermath of the battle, which saved Tiancangxing 

from further tossing. 

"It's amazing Arrod, but unfortunately, you have to miscalculate the staying power of Gu!" 

Su Lang glanced at the two fierce men who were fighting in the outer space, a sneer appeared at the 

corner of his mouth. 

Immediately, he backed his hands and walked slowly in the sky. 

Of course, Su Lang would not walk aimlessly. The reason why he moved was because he wanted to reap 

the life of Emperor Wudi! 

"Just start with you!" 

Su Lang came to the vicinity of the Wudi of the Dark Sky Clan who was dying with respect, and killed a 

Wudi with a single shot! 

"Ding! You get the soul of high-level martial emperor*1, the guide of space*1, the rule immortal 

crystal*1, the avenue of power*1, the Hinayana fairy source*2168945, the best immortal 

jade*8659428... ...The fairy-level material..." 

"Oh? There are no soul fragments? Well, they were all merged by Arrod." 

"But it doesn't matter if there are no soul fragments, and there is no life universe, nor is the regular cash 

and the power of the great crystallization!" 

"Hey, you martial emperors can't do it." 

While reaping a dying Emperor Wu, Su Lang showed an expression of disgust. 

Chapter 1306: Eyeliner of Gochen Chamber of Commerce 

In the void outside the sky, fierce men fight fiercely. 

On the ground, Su Lang flew all over the world, reaping the life of Emperor Wu in the Dark Sky world, 

and he was happy. 

at the same time. 

Some parts of the star. 
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After the initial panic, some mysterious organizations restored order and began to send messages to the 

forces behind them. 

Yes, these forces are all pawns arranged on Tiancanxing in another world. 

Since the war that took place 30 million years ago, many people from different worlds have poured into 

the Heavenly Remnant Star, and this planet has also exposed its coordinates and has been paid 

attention to by many forces. 

At this time, the Tiancang star has undergone drastic changes, and the information is transmitted 

quickly! 

One by one, hidden on the planets in the dark universe, a powerful warrior held the jade medal of 

communication in his hand, showing shock. 

"hiss!!" 

"Unexpectedly, Tiancangxing attracted such a powerful invader!" 

"Look at the warships of the invaders, they are very similar to the legendary dark world!" 

"What!? Tian Canxing unexpectedly broke out a great Emperor Grade hole card, how is this possible!?" 

"The leader of the Dark Sky World Invading Fleet has also exploded with great emperor-class combat 

power!? The two are fighting hard!?" 

"Is the emperor-level combat power so easy to appear? This is incredible, right?" 

"Fortunately, I resisted greed and didn't venture to attack the seemingly broken Tiancanxing!" 

"This old man on Gengtian Road actually has such a powerful hole card. I had already agreed to his help 

and earned him a favor!" 

"Gengtian Road is really an old treacherous cunning, but Shouyuan is approaching, a generation of 

heroes is about to fall, and this time the Dark Sky World invasion fleet has also erupted with great 

emperor-class combat power. His Heavenly Remnant Star is absolutely unstoppable." 

"Hey, the prey that had been staring at it for so long was actually snatched away. It is a pity that the 

world of Dark Sky has always been brutal and bad, and it is impossible to get a share of the pie." 

"..." 

After the initial shock, the rulers of powerful forces gradually came to a conclusion on the battle, 

believing that the Heavenly Remnant Star will undoubtedly be defeated. 

Through their respective eyeliners, they either regretted or indifferently followed the battle of the 

remnant star, and quietly waited for the fall of this infinite life planet. 

Gouchen Chamber of Commerce is also one of these followers. 

"what?" 



"A Great Emperor-level war actually happened on the Sky Canopy? Did the Dark Sky World invade the 

Sky Canopy?" 

"The Celestial Star has exploded with great power, but in the end it will definitely not be able to win the 

Dark Sky World. The gap between the two sides is too great." 

"Hey, this is a bit bad. If Langdi learns about the battle of Tiancangxing and specifies that he will not go 

to Tiancangxing again, then my secretly Chencang's invasion plan will be ruined." 

In the secret chamber of the huge flagship of the Chamber of Commerce, Li Goochen frowned tightly 

while looking at the message on the messenger talisman. 

But at this moment. 

There was another movement from the messenger talisman in his hand: a figure that was suspected of 

Langdi was found! 

The time is pushed forward by dozens of seconds. 

The sky is broken. 

In a remote area in the deep valley. 

A thief-eyed quasi-emperor hid in the dark, secretly observing the changing world and the world-class 

wars that are constantly changing. 

"Oh my god, such a terrifying battle has happened, and you must convey the master!" 

The thief-eyebrow quasi-emperor took out the hand talisman and reported what he heard and saw to Li 

Gouchen. 

"Although the Heavenly Canopy Star has unexpectedly exploded with great emperor-level combat 

power." 

"But they can't win. Before the end of the war, I must leave here, and now I can prepare..." 

After sending the message, the emperor thief eyebrow was ready to turn around and enter the deep 

valley, where there was a teleportation array leading to the void outside the sky. 

However, suddenly a figure swept across the sky and disappeared into the distance. 

The thief eyebrow Zhundi was taken aback for a moment, and his whole body became stiff, because the 

moment Bai Ju passed the gap, he saw the person's appearance clearly, a very familiar appearance! 

"Could it be that person!?" 

"Sure enough, it's him, why is he here!?" 

The thief Zhundi took out a picture with Su Lang's appearance on it! 

Not bad. 

The figure that flew past before was Su Lang's clone. 



Killing one by one is too slow. 

Su Lang was afraid that some people would die before he could make up the knife. Isn't that a blood 

loss? 

So he sent two avatars to intercept and kill Emperor Wu in the dark world! 

No, a avatar without a disguise, happened to be seen by the eyeliner of the Goochen Chamber of 

Commerce! 

Chapter 1307: Li Gouchen's judgment 

"The master has specifically explained that once this person appears, he must report it immediately, 

without delay." 

The thief eyebrow Zhundi quickly took out the hand talisman to inform Li Gouchen of Su Lang's 

appearance in Tiancang Star! 

Soon. 

He took the teleportation array to the Sky Canopy Void, and then drove the flying treasure to fly away. 

At this time, there were many people doing this, and many of them were fleeing from Tiancangxing. 

Because apart from Gengtian Road and a group of martial emperors, no one thought that the Heavenly 

Canal Star could survive the invasion of the Dark Sky World! 

On this occasion. 

Li Gouchen had obtained the information of Su Lang's trail and took a breath of cold breath instantly. 

"how is this possible!?" 

"How could he be in the Sky Canopy!?" 

"From the time I sold the star map to him, there is no one day!" 

"The Heavenly Remnant Star is more than 3,000 light-years away from here, how could he fly by in one 

day!?" 

"Even if he condenses the space avenue, he must not be so fast!" 

Li Gouchen stared at the message of the messenger Fu Zong, his whole person was full of incredible! 

suddenly. 

Li Gou's thoughts turned: "Could it be that he has a natural space channel, can he directly reach the 

Heaven Canal Star?" 

The more he thought about it, the more Li Gouchen believed in his own judgment. 

Although this possibility is very small, it is relatively reliable compared to other speculations. 

"The exit of that natural space channel is definitely not near the star residual star, but in a remote area 

in the distance." 
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"Then, even if Emperor Lang returns as quickly as possible, it will take some time." 

"Furthermore, I only sell one interrogation talisman to that Langdi. The subordinates on his site have no 

interrogation talisman at all, and they can't be contacted at all!" 

"In this way, even if his world changes drastically, he is likely to be kept in the dark!" 

"Hmph, I thought it would take a long time to invade that world. I didn't expect happiness to come so 

quickly!" 

Li Gouchen continued to think, an excited smile gradually appeared on his face! 

quickly. 

He suppressed the excitement in his heart, and continued to think: "Tian Canxing has undergone a major 

change, and he will definitely not stay for long. I must take action as soon as possible!" 

After making up your mind. 

Li Gouchen immediately issued an instruction to the entire void fleet: "Return to the remote world 

before!" 

This order came out. 

Everyone in the fleet uttered fierce cheers. 

"Haha! We are going to invade the world!" 

"We have not invaded the world for a long time, and the wonderful taste is almost forgotten!" 

"I must capture 100,000 girls from another world, lock them up, hehehehe!" 

"Hey, it's better to kill people directly. My favorite is to kill!" 

"..." 

The members of the Chamber of Commerce instantly turned into extremely cruel, no-lower void pirates. 

They shouted unscrupulously, and flew to Canglan Star with the fleet to welcome their carnival! 

Su Lang had no idea about all this. 

Even if he knew it, he would probably laugh without saying a word. 

At this time, he had already killed all the more than one hundred Emperor Wu who rushed to the 

Heavenly Remnant Star. 

There are more than one hundred avenues of power crystallization, but all are the avenues of power. 

The rule fairy crystal also contains only a few rules. 

Except for this, the Xianyuan of Xiancheng has harvested nearly 300 million, which is equivalent to close 

to 30,000 Xianyuan of Xianyuan. 



What makes Su Lang most happy is that he has obtained more than one hundred copies of the Soul of 

Emperor Wu! 

This is an extremely precious material, even a ruler who has ruled a planet for tens of millions of years 

can only produce a few copies. 

"It's also time to fix those warships." 

Su Lang took the avatar and looked up at the two hundred imperial-class battleships in the sky, with a 

smile drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

These imperial battleships are a fortune! 

At this moment. 

The two hundred void warships of the Vanguard of Dark Sky are constantly attacking the Martial 

Emperors of the Remnant Stars. 

Rumble! 

Beams of light bombarded the earth quickly. 

Even if the Martial Emperors of the Sky Canopy tried their best to resist, it was difficult to take the 

overall situation into consideration. 

Many places were hit by the battleship's beam attack, turning into an underground abyss with invisible 

bottom! 

The power of the Quasi-Great Emperor-class warship headed by was even more terrifying, and it was so 

crushing that Geng Tian Lu couldn't lift his head! 

Chapter 1308: Ten thousand feet! 

"You are mine!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly and stretched his arms! 

Immediately after. 

"Heaven and Earth!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, and the founding-level emperor Wu Shi Jing was displayed! 

Rumble! 

I saw that Su Lang's body instantly swelled to ten million feet! 

This vast body is already bigger and terrifying than a blue star! 

This kind of figure stands upright, extremely bright, extremely magnificent, extremely spectacular, and 

even the sun, moon and stars are dim! 

The two-kilometer giant that Arrod transformed into was like a little bug in front of Su Lang! 

Of course, Arrod possesses great power, and Su Lang has to use the Devouring clone to kill Arrod. 
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Otherwise, this huge size would be just an explosive balloon in front of Arrod. 

at this time. 

Su Lang transformed the world and the world, and instantly stunned the entire Celestial Star! 

Countless creatures knelt down in pieces, worshipping this extremely magnificent terrifying giant! 

The eyeliners of those major forces were all dumbfounded, each of them dumbfounded, looking at Su 

Lang in disbelief. 

Immediately after. 

They passed this scene to the ruler behind them as quickly as possible. 

The result is naturally arousing amazement again! 

"This is the first time I have seen this body type!" 

"It should be some kind of powerful technique close to the Great Emperor!" 

"It's horrible, just this body type can exert endless power." 

"This person should have reached the Quasi-Great Emperor level, and is almost invincible in the Wu 

Emperor level!" 

"Who is this person? Why have I never received information from this person?" 

"He is the person who came to help the boxing from another world? But why doesn't the world 

consciousness reject him? Am I wrong? He is actually a native of the Heavenly Star? 

"The identity of this person is a mystery, but the technique is very eye-catching. I really want to get that 

peculiar technique!" 

"..." 

The strong people who secretly followed became interested in Su Lang. 

If it weren't for the fact that the Heavenly Remnant Star was the prey of the Dark Sky World, they might 

have already gone to the Heavenly Remnant Star at this time. 

When the emperors were horrified. 

The two hundred warships in the Dark Sky World felt the terrifying pressure, and couldn't help but 

panic. 

Especially those warriors who control battleships. 

Basically, they were all swallowed by Arrod's soul body armor, and their strength dropped drastically. 

At this time, a new quasi-emperor-level powerhouse appeared on the other side. 

This makes them not panic! ? 

suddenly! 



"Kunlun is invisible!" 

Su Lang shook his body slightly, stepping out! 

boom! ! 

Su Lang's huge body showed incredible speed, and he was in front of the Quasi-Great Emperor-class 

battleship in an instant! 

"attack!!" 

The commander of the Quasi-Great Emperor-class battleship shrank his pupils, cold sweat broke out, 

and issued an offensive command with a trembling voice! 

"Buzzing!" 

On the two hundred void battleships, a large number of attack methods locked Su Lang, and the 

vibration generated by the energy concentration spread, which made people palpitate! 

The next moment! 

boom! ! 

Tens of thousands of imperial attacks rushed towards Su Lang like a meteor shower. 

Dozens of quasi-emperor attacks are coming! 

"Fengtian with a thought!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly and activated the secret technique. 

In a flash. 

The Nianfeng space was formed, and the Quasi-Great Emperor-class battleship was directly pulled in. 

Outside, the colors of everything became dark and hazy, including the beam attacks from the warships, 

and lost their original colors! 

The whole world has become weird! 

It seemed that only Su Lang and the Quasi-Great Emperor-class battleship in front of him were real, and 

everything else became an illusion that could not interfere with reality. 

The next moment! 

Tens of thousands of powerful warships attacked directly through the Nianfeng space, as if passing 

through a layer of projection, flying directly into the distance. Can't attack Su Lang at all! 

This extremely weird and unreasonable scene once again dazzled countless creatures! 

Especially the Dark Sky Warriors on the battleship! 

"What happened!? Our attack didn't even hit!?" 



"It's not that it missed a hit, but it penetrated directly into the past, and couldn't cause any damage to 

the giant at all!" 

"This is not true, how could there be such a existence in the universe!?" 

"What kind of monster are we facing!?" 

"We are dead, I don't want to die yet, oooo!" 

"..." 

Fear and despair spread among a large number of Dark Sky Clan warriors. 

Chapter 1309: Boat, stop struggling! 

"Don't worry!" 

"That weird means definitely has its limits!" 

"If we continue to attack, we will definitely consume the other party's energy!" 

"As long as it can be dragged until Master Arrod kills the enemy, we will win!" 

Someone was loudly relieved, and achieved remarkable results. One by one, the Dark Sky Clan warriors 

dispelled the fear and restored their ambition! 

"Kill kill kill!" 

"Kill that giant!" 

"..." 

The two hundred warships once again issued countless beam attacks, killing Su Lang! 

however! 

These attacks were also like penetrating projections, and could not cause any damage to Su Lang at all. 

It would consume some Su Lang's energy at most. 

However, there is a whole sun in Su Lang's Dantian universe! 

Fighting a war of attrition? 

The emperor level can't beat him! 

At this time, Geng Tianlu, who had freed his hand, led all Wu Emperors to the sky, and attacked those 

Emperor-class warships! 

"Defense! Defense!!" 

"Start the twisting force field formation immediately!!" 

"Start the Devouring Energy Array, start it!" 

"The spike formation is activated, bring your weapon, and prepare for close combat!" 
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"..." 

A large number of battleships are used, and the quasi-emperors form a formation, with weapons to wait 

for! 

boom--! ! 

The battle between the emperors and the warships has begun again! 

The sky is torn apart, the earth trembles, endless rules and visions emerge, turning into a surging sky 

mirage, densely covered with void! 

at the same time. 

The quasi-emperor-class battleship was filled with endless panic! 

Although this battleship is huge, it is like a toy in front of Su Lang's world and world! 

and. 

Everyone on the battleship found that no movement from the outside world could interfere with this 

strange space. 

Even the message sent by one's own battleship could not be passed to the outside! 

The entire battleship and the fleet have lost contact, and they have to face a quasi-emperor giant alone! 

"Fight!!" 

The commander of the battleship roared with red eyes, "Spirit! The energy output efficiency is adjusted 

to the highest! Launch the strongest attack!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Amid the loud noise, a large number of Quasi-Emperor attacks fell on Su Lang! 

"Humph!!" 

"Aotian War God Technique!" 

Su Lang gently pushed forward with one hand, and the whole hand seemed to be burning a golden 

flame, like the hand of the sun **** in the myth! 

With a push of the giant palm covering the sky and sun, it seemed to turn into an uncrossable sky wall. 

All the attacks of the battleship hit it, turning into blossoming flowers! 

But Su Lang's hand did not suffer any damage, even a single vellus hair did not fall! 

Suddenly. 

All the dark sky warriors on the battleship are desperate. 

The attack just now is already the strongest attack method for the entire warship! 



However, even people's skin can't be broken! 

Moreover, not only is the battleship incapable, but their warriors have also lost their soul fragments, 

completely without any hole cards! 

"Ruined!" 

"We are dead!" 

"..." 

The dark-sky warriors looked pale, with godless eyes, and had lost all hope. 

But the warship's weapon spirit was still running, constantly attacking Su Lang. 

"Boat, stop struggling!" 

Su Lang has a big hand, holding the entire battleship in his hand! 

Buzzing--! ! 

The battleship is constantly struggling, driving the formation to launch various counterattacks! 

"Array control!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth to activate the system function! 

In a flash, the entire Quasi-Emperor battleship was like a dead fish, and it didn't move anymore. 

No way. 

This battleship was built by extraordinary side methods, and all the ‘software’ is a formation, and there 

is no way to escape Su Lang’s control! 

The scene where all formations failed, once again horrified the Dark Sky Clan warriors in the battleship, 

and then fell into a more complete despair. 

Su Lang's various methods beyond imagination and unreasonable have already destroyed their 

worldview. 

Everything in front of me is like an illusory nightmare! 

"Surrender, or die!" 

Su Lang's faint voice sounded, murmured like a nightmare. 

"Surrender? You can surrender!!" 

All the Dark Sky Clan warriors awakened one after another, their faces were ecstatic! 

If it is the past, if you dare to surrender, your only end is to be swallowed up by Wu Boruo's soul armor, 

and there will be no hair left in the end! 

but! 



They had already lost their soul body armor at this time, which was equivalent to getting rid of Wu 

Boruo's control! 

Chapter 1310: I'm not talking about you 

"Surrender! All the members of the ship surrender!!" 

All the members of the battleship, including three Nine-turned Wudi and 18 intermediate and high-level 

Wudi, all knelt on the ground! 

Those quasi-emperors are of course no exception. All five bodies cast their heads on the ground, 

constantly kowtow, wishing to blast their heads to prove their intentions. 

just...... 

"I'm not talking about you, it's a battleship." 

Su Lang's faint voice came, causing a group of Dark Sky Clan warriors who knelt on their knees to beg for 

mercy, almost spitting out blood. 

"but." 

"Since you are surrendered, then leave you a small life, and commit your crimes in the future." 

Su Lang lacks a lot of knowledge in the void, and these old fritters who have been in the void all the year 

round have good experience. 

Moreover, these people are still members of the vanguard fleet of the dark world, and they must have a 

lot of information about the dark world! 

All these are what Su Lang needs! 

"Thank you, sir!!" 

"Thank you sir!!" 

The warriors kept kowtow, and ecstasy appeared on their faces again. 

"Take it out, soul fire." 

Su Lang looked down at the little people in the battleship and said lightly. 

"Yes!!" 

All Wu Emperors quickly forced out their souls and handed them to Su Lang. 

They used to have soul body armor, and whether life or death was completely between Wu Boruo's 

thoughts, so they were able to retain their soul fire. 

At this time, this thing became their first tribute to surrender. 

Su Lang took the souls of everyone, and his eyes fell on the battleship, "So, what about you!?" 

Following Su Lang's questioning, the breath of one-click decomposition also descended on the Quasi-

Great Emperor-class battleship. 
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"I surrender......!!" 

The breath of one-click decomposition is the most terrifying for weapons, and the warship's weapon 

spirit is frightened and surrendered. 

"well!" 

"Next, go and persuade the others to surrender." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "Anyone who resists or even hesitates will be arrested for me!" 

Enough to lead the way. 

The rest of the Dark Sky Martial Artists accepted them as they were convinced, and Su Lang, who was 

hesitant, would not accept it again! 

"Yes! Master!" 

The commander of the battleship and a group of emperors kowtowed. 

"Go ahead." 

Su Lang waved his hand to revoke the Nianfeng Space, and returned control of the formation to the 

battleship. 

After the Nianfeng Space is removed. 

The other dark sky clan battleships around were still excited, thinking that the flagship had broken the 

blockade of the opponent and killed it. 

However, the next moment all the warships were stunned. 

"Listen, everyone!" 

"We don't have the soul armor, we just got rid of the control of Uboluo, we are free!!" 

"Let us surrender to the great new master and welcome a bright future!" 

From the flagship, the shouts of the three nine-turned emperors of Wudi were heard, and the voices 

spread throughout the fleet, and even the entire Celestial Star! 

then. 

Countless creatures, from the quasi-great Emperor Wudi to the Martial God Wusheng, were all stunned 

and unbelievable! 

"what!?" 

"Submitted!?" 

"The flagship surrendered!?" 

"Quickly, quickly, we also surrender, I don't want to live a life that will be eaten at any time!" 

"You are looking for death. After Lord Arrod kills your opponent, you will die very miserably!" 



"Yes, you cannot surrender, surrender is death!" 

"Go to Nima, kill!!" 

"..." 

On the dark sky battleships, different concepts lead to infighting, and the civil war begins immediately! 

at this time! 

The flagship weapon spirit issued a command: "All warships obey orders, arrest all those who oppose, 

those who hesitate!" 

"Yes!" 

The weapon spirits of the two hundred warships have always looked forward to their flagships and 

immediately began to execute orders. 

A large number of imprisonment methods were used to shift the target, and aimed at all those who 

opposed the surrender inside the warship, and who had unclear positions. 

boom! ! 

In the stunned eyes of Tiancanxing Gengtianlu and the emperors, all the battleships trembled fiercely, 

and then they recovered their calm. 

"Bring out the opponents!" 

Su Lang looked around the toy-like battleships and gave orders lightly. 

The new subordinates faithfully carried out the order, and Emperor Wu and Zhun Emperor were 

escorted to Su Lang, densely packed like ants. 

"Do not kill me!" 

"Great existence, I am willing to surrender to you!" 

"No, I don't want to die, please go around me!" 

"I'm still young, I'm only five million years old, and I can be a cow and horse for you for 10 million years!" 

"Please! Forgive me!" 

"..." 

One by one, the Dark Sky Clan warriors kept begging for mercy, shouting hoarse, miserable like pigs and 

sheep waiting to be slaughtered! 

"dead." 

 


